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Lucene is a text information retrieval engine written in the Java programming language. It serves as the backend

and foundation of the query system presented here. At the most basic level, Lucene indexes documents, which are

pairs of keys and attributes, and then allows queries to be executed in order to return some subset of those

documents. Our choice of Lucene over other alternatives such as Zettair [1] (http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/)

and Lemur [2] (http://www.lemurproject.org/) are due to several factors:

Lucene is in active development: the last release of Zettair is over a year old
The Lucene API is fairly clean
Nightly builds of Lucene support querying for result sets based on the values of more than one field

In Lucene, a document index is created through an instance of IndexWriter. IndexWriter is instantiated with three

arguments:

IndexWriter(String path, Analyzer a, boolean overwrite)

The first specifies the path into which the index should be written. The second parameter specifies the subclass of

Analyzer to be used. An Analyzer is simply an arbitrary preprocessor which is intended to perform simple tasks such

as stopword and punctuation removal. The class StandardAnalyzer transforms a given text into lowercase, and

removes English stop words. Although it may seem that converting indexed text into lowercase would mean that

information would be lost, in a typical application, the indexed text is only searched against, and in the event of a

match, the original text would be retrieved and presented to the user. The third parameter specifies whether the

path given as the first argument is to be overwritten, or appended to. Since we are maintaining a persistent system,

we generally wish to continue appending into an existing database.

A discrete data item in the indexer is known as a Document. An instance of Document contains Fields, which are the

searchable categories for a given item. The most relevant way to construct a Field associates a String value with a

String key.

Field(String key, String value, Field.Store storePolicy, Field.Index indexPolicy)

The first two parameters are straightforward: the remaining two specify how the data is to be indexed. The third

parameter, either Field.Store.YES or Field.Store.NO, determines whether this field should be searchable. The fourth

parameter, generally either Field.Index.TOKENIZED or Field.Index.UN_TOKENIZED, determines whether the text of

the field should be preprocessed with the instance of Analyzer passed to the IndexWriter: generally we do not want

text fields such as dates, URLs or identifiers to be tokenised like English text (see Big Brother/System Design for

typical uses of each combination of flags in our system).

Given an instance of Field, we simply use the add method of Document to insert the field into a Document instance.

The interface for Document also allows us to weight a search in favour of particular fields. Finally, we can call the

method addDocument of IndexWriter in order to index a given Document.

This is all the functionality we need to index documents: the real issues lie in collecting data from each source,

efficiently updating the index with these sources, allowing users to compose effective queries, and presenting the

desired data in a useful and meaningful way.
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